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A two-part feature by ROSS 
DALLAS discusses a valuable 
alternative to conventional survey 
techniques for measuring 
elevations. 'Photogrammetry' is 
the science of measurement and 
analysis from photography. 
Technological advances in camera - 
and photogrammetric equipment 
have established the technique as 
the standard system for the 
production of large and small-scale 
maps. 
There are two principal 
applications by which 
photogramnletry can provide 
invaluable information for the 
architect. First, in the preparation 
of line drawings of elevations and 
sections using s tereopl~otography.  
This is a complex technique 

i involving specialist skills which can 
produce drawings more quickly, 

, more accurately and probably 
I more economically than by using 

conventional measuring systems. 
Second, and as a lower cost 
alternative, there is 'rectified 
elevation photography'. This is a 
technique for producing 
rzpproxirnately scaled elevation 
photographs with the major 
inherent errors reduced or  
eliminated. It is not a particularly 
accurate process, especially when 
applied to buildings with a 
substantial depth variation. 
However, for small projects, the 
technique may be applied by an 
amateur photographer, though 
large and complex projects- 
perhaps requiring tilted 
cameras and rectification-will 
require a specialist. This week Part  
B describes the photogrammetric 
method of preparing elevation 
drawings. A future article, Par t  2 
'Rectified Photographyy, includes 
advice on how the method can be 
carried out by the architect. 
R. 'VV. A Dallas BSc ii the chief 
surveyor for the Photogrammetric 
Unit of the Institute of Advanced 
Architectural Studies, University of 
York. 

1 (previous page) BylandAbbey, North 
Yorkshire. Wesrfronl. The original 
drawing was draughted ar I:50 scale. The 
drawing was direct drazcghred in ink using 
0.2 m m  line width. N o  redrarcghring has 
taken place. (Drawing prepared by the 
I'hotogrammeiric Unit, Institrcle of 
Advanced Architecturnl Srrrdies, 
Uniuersiry 01 York. Croeorz copyright, 
Deparrnrenr oJihe En-i,irci~lmenr, 
Di~ecrorate of Ancicnr ilfonii>ne~ir:, arid 
Historic Bli ilditzg.~.) 

1 Stereophofograp/~  witlz the Officirle GaIileo stereometric camera. 

measuremen 

A single photograph of a fasade is not an 
accurate source for measurement, for 1 reasons discussed in the next article on 
'Rectified Photography'. 
Photogrammetric measurements are 

1 therefore derived using stereo pairs of 
/ photographs. Stereo measurement is 
/ based on simple geometric properties of 

rile rriangle. If two angles and the 
distance between them are known, the 
other values of the triangle can be 
calculated, 2. In conventional surveying ' we wouid measure the angles at A and B I .  

1 with a theodolite. A phorograph can also 
record the horizontal arid vertical 
angles, 3. A ray of light from the object 
passes through the lens centre and is 
imaged on the film. Its position can then 
be obtained by two components at right 
angles. 
We can now consider how this leads to 
stereo measurement. Figure 5 shows 
how this happens initially in two 
dimensions. A pair of photographs are 
taken oftlie raqade. In photograph 'A' 
light rays from the f a ~ a d e  are imaged 
and recorded on the film plane. 

i Similarly, for photograph 'R', light rays 
' from rhe same points ofdetail are 

imaged and recorded on the film plane. 
Following film processing, the 
photographs (negatives or film positives 
usually) are located in the 
photogrammetric plotting instrument 
and orientated in direct relation to the 
original camera locations. Figure 4 
shows that ifwe project rays of lighr 
back through the two lcnscs the rays 
from carneralprojecto;~ :i \rill intcrsccr 
wltll ]rays of'carncralpl-ojcc~ot R to 

/ define :lit* ci-oss-section oitllc faqadc. 

Figure 6 shows how it applies equally in 
elevation. In 3D this is called a stereo- 
model. 
This simple construction of the 
stereo-model is the basis of the stereo 
photogrammetric measuring process. I t  
has been explained here in a very 
simple, graphical manner, though in 
practice the system relies on an 
advanced mathematical approach and 
highly specialised equipment. 

Stereo viewing 
Stereo viewing is not fundamental to the 
photogrammetric measuring process but 
it greatly facilitates it. It is possible to 
measure co-ordinates from two 
photographs withour viewing 
srereoscopically; this can be achieved by 
computing the values needed for 
measurement. This is, however, a very 
slow and complex mathematical 
process. 
Two types of stereoscope are shown, 7. 
All stereo viewing is based on the same 
principle whether it is a Victorian stereo 
viewer, 'Viewmaster' cards, 3D movies 
of the '50s or advanced 
photograrnnletric plotting instruments. 
The  practice is based on the theory of 
our own eyesight. When we view an 
object our brains receive two 
independent views (one from each eye) 
which our brains fuse into one 
stereoscopic image. We are able to do 
this because the separation between the 
eyes causes viewing angles ro be slightly 
different. Our brains are capable of 
'conlpurir~g' froiii ang!es and disiances 
tlic rclativr; iiep:h tlpp:ccia~ioil o i  
obieors one fiorri a n o ~ h e r .  



5 The pprincipie of recording in stereo. 
Instead of taking only one photograph, 
two phorographs of the same section of 
fagade are taken from different viewpoints 
as shown. 

4 The two phorographs are set up in a 
stereo-plotting machine. The instrumenr is 
designed so rhar rhe phorographs can be 

2 Properties o f a  triangle. M a n y  surveying 
techniques are based on the triangle. In  
surveying, ic is usual to work on a co- 
ordinate system. I f A  and B are given co- 
ordinate valzies,X, YI and X2 Y2 we can 
[hen compzire the co-ordinares ofpoint C 
as X3 I j since the vaizies of $, and $, and 
the distance D arc knozln. 

. 

3 The geometry o j a  camera. The position 
of any ray can be defined on the film plane 
by a horizontal and vertical componenl, 
either the angles at rhe lens centre, a and 
p, or by the co-ordinates X and Y o n   he 
film plane. 

p A 
5 

6 Stereo geotnet y in three dimensions. welI in three dimensions. Thegeomerry 
Figs 4 and 5 showed the recording and and ?nathemarics involved are more 
projecriorrs of tnatciied r a y  in two compIicared but rhe underhing principle is 
dimensions. 771e principle applies eyuaI(y the sa~nc'. 

oriented to correspond to the taking 
camera positions. ?'he i~nagcsjrom the 

: r7:1c~phoio~~[zphs art, tiiclr p r o j ~ c i ~ d  und, nx 
i rhc ro-~ls ,from wrurch d e t ( ~ i / . ~  i n ~ ~ r x t ~ i ,  

7 Mirror stereoscope and hand-stereo. The enables rhe whole area of the srereo-mode( 
stereo phorographs hazle a ~ z  estra aal~ie a s  ro be seen at orre time. Thc small hand- 
/ \  : I s i i I sri7r.eo c . z : l ~ i ~ r  s/ior:l rhcl 7:lhoIe stereo-rriodel 
(1.7 p ? ~ , ~ i u ~ i  d~ OZO~~L , : ;S .  y , / i ~  I J J ; ~ ~ ~ ;  (2: o n x  ~ S ; ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ J - ~ Q Z T . ~  , for inrcrpre~orion 

/ I / I C  posirion of i h c f ~ ~ ~ v r ~  is de/inrri. 1 Z I P  i .  a o r  s t r s o ,  i 0 i i i \ 1  ( . ( I T :  11e' i o k ~ ~ i  7ul'ih 0 7 9  C ~ ~ ~ Y Z C I ' C ~ ) .  
1 
I 



8 A 'metric' camera. These cameras are 
precisely manu factured to the ji~lest 
tolerances, A variety of models are 
produced by survey inserument 
manuficturers, such as Wild 
(Weerbruggy and Zeiss (Qberkocherz' and 
yens ") The camera zllus~rared is an 
OJflcine Galijeo 'Veroplast '. 
'StereomelricP cameras are also commonIy 
used in  arch irecru ral recording. These 
consisr of rwo identica I cameras rigidly 
ateached eo both ends o j a  base bar, 
normally of 120 crn iength. These cameras 
are particularly suiruble when working aC 
close range. 
9 A ryp2'cal la you^ of camera srathns to 
recod a facade. A base line is laid our 
garajlel with thefagade and a series of 
photographs are taken from it. To  form 
one stereo-model orzly h a y  of each photo is 
used, eg the r k h t  havofphoto A and the 
lefr hlf ofphoro B gram a survey of the 
Deanery, Durham Cathedral, for Do~zald 
W. Insall and Assoclares). 
18 A fypical slereo-pair, rakera with a n  
Ojficine Galileo Yeroplasfkamera.  The 
negative format of this camera is 13 cm x 
18 cm and the photographs are shown 
reduced approximately by hay. 
l l Obtaining coneroI measurements using 
a rheodolite. This technique is usually 
necessary where high accuracy is required. 
Four p o i ~ z ~ s  per stereo-nrodcl a re selected 
~ r z d  rheodoizrc readzrags made ro rile~n. 

Obtaining the stereo 
photographs 
T h e  first stage in a photogrammetric 
survey is to obtain suitable 
photographic coverage. Unfortunately, 
conventional cameras are generally 
unsuitable for this purpose and it is 
necessary to use a specially 
manufactured "metric9 camera. Metric 
cameras are constructed to a particularly 
rigid design with near distortion-free 
lenses, enabling consistent resolution of 
the geometric properties of the 
photograph, 8. 
T h e  entire faqade to be surveyed should 
be photographed stereoscopically, 9. 
This would produce three stereo- 
models. For 1 : 50 scale drawings 
photographic scales of between 1: t 08 
and 1 :300 are usually provided, 
representing photographic distances 
fiom the faqade of between 10 m and 
50 m depending on the camera used, 110, 
The  photography is usually taken on 
black: and white film or glass plar-es. 

Measurements for scale 

"shape9 ofthe fa$ade and an 
approximate knowledge of its scale is 
obtained Prom the photograph, This 
value is not accurate enough ro produce 
an exact plotting scale and, to obtain 
this 6control', measurements must be 
made on the fa$ade. There are several 
methods of providing this data, 11. The  
most thorough and accurate method of 
obtaining such control measurements is 
by using a theodolite to co-ordinate 
points on the faqade. This method is 
usually found to be necessary on large or 
complex buildings where several stereo- 
models require joining in order to 
complete the drawing. 
Stringent controls are also necessary to 
determine deformation or produce 
accurate cross-sections and profiles, The  
introduction of complex sumeying 
methods may prove costly and, in many 
instances, is unnecessary. Such methods 
may be replaced by the relatively 
inexpensive and simple pracrice of 
providing tape distances between 
identifiable markers or natural Cearures 
on the bu~ldln~g,  12. 

'h is  enables co-ordrnaies io hc co~71pured. 1 T h e  stel-co-lnodcl contains the  ror icct 1 ( ~ ' 1 3 ~ 1 1  I i~ 011 p2,5,3) 



Plotting the drawings 
Arehiteceural survey drawings are 
produced on a photogrammetric stere* 
plotting instsument, 13, 14. There are a 
number of different makes of these 
machines but, while appearances diEer, 
they all work on the same principle. 
The operator, looking through the 
eyepiece, sees only a small part of the 
stereo-model, 85. Viewing is enlarged 
and in stereo, thus enabling depth 
appreciation and detection of any 
discontinuities, cracks etc which may 

,exist. In the centre of the eyepiece a very 
small black spot can be seen. This is 
called the measuring mark or floating 
point (so called because it appears to 
'float' when viewed in stereo), and to 
produce a drawing the operator very 
carefully traces the measuring mark 
round all the architectural detail, 
controlling it with band wheels. The 
drawing is produced on the linked 
drawing table, 16. The accuracy of the 
plotting relies on the skill of the 
operator. Any level of detail may be 
drawn out from the photographs. Plans 
and vertical sections can be produced or 
simply the "epth' or related features 
recorded, The drawings are usually 
produced to "line-width3 accuracy on 
stable, transparent polyester film. 

12 For small fagades or less criricnl 
spec$icattans, scale concrol can d t e n  be 
provided adequate5 by taped distances. 
Alrernattueb ieve Ning staffr m n  be 
included in the stereo-model. 
13 This diagram shows che principal parts 
of the srereo-plorting machine. The 
negarives or diaposirives are posirioned in 
projectors calibrared to relate to rhe * " 

geometry of fhe merric cGmera used far rhe 
photography. The stereo-model is 
)rojected9 into the space below (a 
mathematical pro+ctGla, nol a solid 
model). A binocular viewing system 
enables the operator LO see the stereo- 
model. He or she can scan d8erent  parts 
of rhe stereo-model by using the hand- 
wheels and joot disc. 
14 A steree-plotting zbzstrumenr. This 
instrument is a Thompson- Watts 'Mark 
I17plorter designed'for aerial survey bur 
suimble for a rchirecrural photography. If 
colnpared with 13, che major parts of the 

1 plotter can be z'dentqied. These' machines 
are referred lo as analogue piotlers. A new 
generation 41 insrruments called ana(yricai 
ploners, based on compueers and micro- 
processors, are now replacing these 
in~tmments ,  though &he ana($rbkcakpl~lle~~ 
are based on similar principles. 
15 When the opera ror looks through che 
eyepieces of the machine, only a small 
poriion oj ihe stereo-model is seen. The 
black dor is the heasuring mark'. 
1 6 When the speracor conirols rhe 
measzkri~;qg markj a mechanical Iiszkagc 
mu res ba prects~ rzlared mnzierrmenr of iile 

253 AJ 30 January 1980 PIJ ir;forrnar~on 1,ihrary 



On these pages are shown some typical 
examples of photogrammetric surveys. 
These examples range from scales of 
l:25 ro 1~200, and show some of the 
different types of facades which can be 
surveyed photogrammetrically. 

17 The south elevation ojAudley End, 
Essex. In addition to the architectural 
detai4 all stonework joints have been 
shown. (Crown Copyright. Prepared on 
behay of the DOE, Directorate of Ancient 

; Monzcments and Nrsrorlc Buzldings, by 
the PKorogrammerrlc Unzt, Institute of 1 Advanced A rchzreciurol Siudres.) 

/ 18 A survey of biiridlngs in the Bow Lane 
1 consemation area, London. Drawn as- 
j 1:200 scale. Over 50 Ardzldr?rgs were 
I I rr(~IZJrd r " ~  :]I 1s ~lir;:r_t' TI11 c rvpe of 

sircri.;cape srrrucy ha c bce~l  zi_ced 
ex ierzsicdeiy on [he  Co~r l l~zc l l i  j sn~ueyed  b)l 

Meridian A trmaps Etd, on behag of the 
Corporation of London, Department o j  
Architecture and Planning. Then chief 
architect E.  C. Chandler PRIM,  
MTP>P). 
19 Part of the Grea t Hal(, Winchester 
Castle, Hampshire. Drawings at 1:25 
scale were prepared in advance of 
restoration (sumeyed by Photarc Surveys 
L1-d, on behay of Hampshire Couxry 
Council, County architect 6. Stansfield 
Smith M ,  DipArch(Cantab), ARIBA}.  

Photogrammetry: 
@ is faster than csnverntional hand 
survey 
@ is more accurate, both locally and 
overall; measurements are accurate to 
one or two crn and can be scaled directly 
off the elevation drawings 
@ requires very short sire times and 
invotves Iirele or no disruption on  
sire--no scafi'oldinag of rhe building is 
required 

@ can produce drawings at diEerent 
scales and showing diEerent levels of 
detail from the same photographic 
coverage 
@ is particularly useful for recording 
complex features 
@ shows building deformations 
@ expands the range of surveying 
services available to the architects, as it 
enables surveys to be carried out quickly 
and economically which, with 
conventional survey methods, would 
not be feasible. 

Basic guidance for 
commissioning a 
photogrammetric survey: 
@ in general, employ a similar brief to 
that used for a land survey eg RIBA 
A rchitect's job book (section E34.5) 
@ specify rhe areas of the b ~ a d e  to be 
covered arad indicate what detail is 
req~:ircd 

I ' h o ~ o g s a r n n ~ a ~ ~  AJ Informar  ion 1,ihrdry Aj 30 Janu ' i rv  1980 254 
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@ survey to be plotted to 'line-width3 survey fims 
acmracy 
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:n the first article on photogrammetry 
AJ 30.1.80 p249) the camera was 
ntroduced as an architectural surveying 
ool, It may also be used to obtain scaled 
>r rectified photographs. The process 
loes not have the accuracy of the 
3hotogrammetric survey and is also 
;ubject to other limitations which will 
3e described. Nevertheless, it has much 
:o commend it. This product is 
sometimes referred to as rectified 
3hotography, a term used in aerial 
jurvey, -vhere distortions due to camera 
:ilts are eliminated by a process of 
reprojection through a rectifying 
snlarger. However, if the photograph 
:&en parallel with the falade is printed 
to scale, the process can be 
simplified. It is sometimes referred to as 
photo-mosaic, photo-montage, photo- 
drawing or square-on photography. 
Some simple elevation photography 
may be carried out on a do-it-yourself 
basis though a complex job requiring a 
high degree of accuracy should be 
referrred to a photogrammetric survey 
Eompany or specialist architectural 
photographer. 

A photograph is a central projection. 
This means that all the rays oflight 
Prom the object being photographed 
pass through the centre of the lens 
before being imaged on the film 
emulsion, This introduces four major 
drawbacks in the use of photography as 
a survey medium for the architect: 
@ displacement of the image due to 
changes in 'depth' in the object being 
photographed, 2 
O scale changes: planes of the djqade at 
diEerent Uepths9 will be imaged at 
diEerent scales, 2 
@ a varying scale across the photograph 
caused by lack of parallelism between 
the plane of the film and the plane 
ofthe fa$ade, 3 
@ the camera and enlarger system may 
introduce inaccuracy as the rays of light 
passing through the camera lens or 
enlarger %ens may be distorted, 8. 

1 (previous page) A rdingley Wrianshpo, 
Wakehursr Phce, rectsjPded photography. 
A c o q l e x  example of the technique. Due 
to the dzyferent planes, sseveralphotog~.aphs 
have had to be mdividual(y scaled and 
matched. (Sumeyed by Plowman, Craven 
and Assockres on behay of the Property 
Services Agency, Gentra I Survey Branch 
DsC;ES> Departrner~r of C ~ Z E  E~2uironmen&, 
Crown copyrighr..) 

2 &uses o j  scale and displacement errors. 
h i n r  R on the burtress is imaged at A1 on 
thejz'lm plane. The true position on the 
fagade which requires to be recorded is B, 
which should be imaged at B*. The 
scale of a photograph is a function of 

focal length Cf) 

distance ro the faqade (D) 
A s  the front of the buttress is closer to the 
lens, it is at a larger scale on rhe fiinz. 

3 Incowecc alignment. If she jilm plane is 
nos pamlle% with chefifadey there will be a 
scab change across she negative. Sections 
AAJ and BBJ have the same lezgth, but 
will be imaged ac dg j e re~ t  scales. 

4 Lens distortkn, The ~ & E Y  of light AA 
should be a srra2.ght line, but rhe lens 
caases the ray to be %eat3 so that it meets 
the film plane at  B1. Distortion is 
noskeable at she very edge of the lens field. 

Appropriate application 
Simplified rectified photography will 
provide good results given the following 
conditions: 
@ when the facade is "at' as shown in 
photographs PI and 12 
@ when the camera is accurately set up 
parallel with the fasade in the horizontal 
and vertical planes. 
@ when the photographic equipment 
empIoyed is good enough to introduce 
sxnfy negligible distortions. 

Pmctice 
Equipment 
Satisf"actory results can be obtained with 
almost any good quality modern camera 
and enlarger. I f a  professional survey 
Erm is employed it may use a 
photogrammetric camera and enlarger 
8hich will remove the principal errors 
through distortions, but the use of this 
tquipment cannot remove displacement 
znd scale errors. A 35 mm SLR, 120 roll 
Film or a professional monorail camera 
:an all be used satisfactorily. If much 
work of this type is anticipated a 
cnonorail camera, taking cut film in the 
5in x 4in format, will provide the best 
ill-round results, 5. It is useful to have a 
selection of lenses of varying focal 

to provide optimum coverage, 
2ur no other specialised photographic 
squipment is needed. 

Reldwork 
Obtahhg  the photographs 

Start by examining the fasade. Does it 
have much 'depth'? Small variations 
such as string courses will not matter 
but features such as buttresses, perhaps 
1 m or 2 m deep, will introduce 
substantial scale and displacement 
errors. lit will usually be necessary to 
photograph andlor scale these features 
separately. The positioning of the 
camera will depend on the shape and 
size of the facade and the required scale 
of the negative. The precise scale of the 
negative is not critical, but the 
enlargement of the final scale should not 
exceed about x 4 to obtain the best 
quality prints, ie for a 1: 100 elevation 
the photo scale should not be greater 
than 1 :400, Photographic techniques 
are similar to those used in normal 
photographic work, Black and white 
fih such as Ilford FP4 or Kodak Plus- 
X will generally give the best results, 
although colour film can be used. 

Alignkg &e camera 
Considerable care must be taken to 
ensure that the film plane is parallel 
with the plane of the fa~ade both 
vertically and horizontally. T o  achieve 
this a tripod is essential, 6. By using a 
bubble level the camera will be levelled 
%ertically9 to the kqade. For the film 
plane to be parallel horizontal%y the 
whole camera must be rotated. There 
are a number of ways of achieving this, 
8, Although it is possible to rectify tilts 
on an enlarger it is not recommended 
that the amateur tilts the camera to 
include upper parts of the fagade. 
Survey firms and professional 
photographers have the equipment and 
skill to remove tilts accurately during 
enlarging, but for the amateur it is 
much easier to avoid the problem by 
moving furrtaer back or raising the 
camera. 

Rectified photography AJ ,;InToranat~on Library  



5 Monorail camera. Although these 
cameras are normalIy only used by 
professional photographers, thedy are quite 
easy to operate in practice. The rising 
front and side nzo.z;enzelrrs arc used, 
alhw ing oplim ltnr coverage of fhe fa fade 
and much higher photographic qualily. 

6 A 35 m m  SLR camera, fitted with Q 

3hlyt'(similar to a %risingfront')* lens 
which allows optimum use of the negative 
to be made. A Kaiser' level bubble is 
fitted in the accessory sizoe. IVJi'/ich rhe 
35 nzm format a gridded~cusing screen is 
u sefu l. 

7 ?%e geometry of the mt$ iedphoto~aph 
in t hke  dimensions. The lines AB and 
CD show the best arrangement for taping 
the control, or for positioning levelling 
staJls for scale. The taped disrances can be 
measured between details on the facadej or 
between targets atrached to the faqade. 

8 Taking the photograph. First carefully 
level the camHa so that the film plane is 
vertical. The cameriz must then be swung 
so that the film plane is paralkl wich the 
fa fade. The centre point of the gridded 
screen should coincide with the centre line 
ofthe lens. With a 35: m m  camera without 
interchangeable scEens, the centre of the 
focusing area a n  usually be judged qut'te 
accurateh by eye. To adjusz the camerca, 
use one of t he jo lbwiq  methods which 
should cover most situations, 
@ 'J3,4,5' method. Use tapes to set out a 
line at rehk angles to the building. Set the 
camera accurately over this line with a 
plamb bob. Swing rhe camera ant2 the 
cent* point of rhe gbd i s  exactly aligned 
with the tsrpe. The film plane wa"16 now be 
parnuel with the building fa fade. 
@ C)BtI'&aI sqaare, An optical square is a 
sighting device made with two prisms set 
at r kh t  angles to each other. Either by 
standing with one's back co the fafade or 
on a base line laid out parallel with the 
fa fade, a right angle can be vimed and the 
camera al@ed as above. 
@ If the parapet of che building is 
strai:hc and level, s w i y  the camera until 
one o j  the horizontal grid lines is exactly 
parallel with it. 
@ %Mark oJfftwo vertical equal distances 
on the fa fade at each edge of it. Swing the 
camera unrii the distances seela iz  the 
viewfinder are identical, using the grad of 
'dividers '- 

" A 'shifi' lens is ad~usrable to correct the converging vcrcicals 
which give rhe appearance o fa  building ieaniiig back when a 
norrnai lens is used 

3'1 1 ii J 20 I . c b r u ~ i \ $  1QbO AJ ir~forrnario~i I.ik)rdr) R s t b g , d  photography 



Measurement  for scale 
In order that the photographs can be 
printed to scale, it is necessary to tape 
"control' measurements on the fa~ade.  
The best arrangement to ensure a 
balance between economy and accuracy 
is to have one vertical and one 
horizontal taped distance, 7. Where 
several photographs are to be joined 
together, the vertical measurement need 
not be made for every photograph. It 
may also be useful to level two points 
per photograph. 
Control measurements could be 
obtained by the use ofa theodolite, but 
it is unlikely that this would produce a 
significant improvement in the accuracy 
of the product while greatly increasing 
the cost of the survey. 

Office work 
Prhring tPre negatives 
Each photograph must be enlarged 
exactly to scale using the "control' tape 
measurements as shown in 10. There 
are three main approaches to 
reproducing the scale photographs: 
@ bromlde prints: if only one copy of 
the print is required, a black and white 
bromide print can be made as usual 
@ where dyel_lne coples of a simple 
f3;adde covered by gnc  or two 
~rboeorr sr>iis J;L rc:(!iii~ td, t i l t  r1Ct;z"ivc' 

9 Tire realfied phorograpk A s  this fafade 
has virrually tzo 'depth ', measurements 
can be scaled oSJ quite accurately. Because 
rhe roofx recede, lizeir correcr izeighr is nor 
recorded, their true height is indicated by 
the dashed lines. 
141 Prinring rhe photograph. Most 
enlargers can be used quite satisfactorily. 
Use a spirit level to check thar rhejilm 
plane, the lens plane and the easel are 
parallel. irlze scaling is of course critical. 
The raped dktance should be drawn to 
scale and the image size adjusted until it 
exactly marches chis distance. 

can be printed onto transparent film reversal films are only available with 
@ where multiple copies of a very high contrast. T o  cut down on the 
complicated fagade are required, contrast, each photograph on the 
entailing the printing of a number of transparent film must be "screened'. 
photos onto the same sheet, k c r e e n i n g Y T h i s  process involves fairly advanced 
similar to newsprint must be employed techniques and reprographic facilities. 
(this is a professional technique , The first two processes can, however, be 
involving equipment which the I carried out with a good quality enlarger 
architect would not normally possess). lens, and normal darkroom equipment. 
Printing onto transparent film is a 
straightforward pmcess. Suitable films Test ing t h e  equipment and 
include Agfa Gevaert Rlp, Kodak FL4 techniques 
or Ozalid P3.3P. These films have The  equipment and techniques can be 
emulsions with characteristics very rested by carrying out a trial survey, and 
similar to conventional photographic the most suitable type of building for 
paper, and can be exposed and this is a modern office block. A Rat front 
developed in the same way. ' ensures that scale and displacement 
One or two photos can be printed I errors do not affect the result, and the 
directly onto A3 or A4 size sheets 1 windows and panels provide a 'grid' for 
(masking the surroundings) or checking the "quareness' of the 
alternatively the film can be trimmed negative and the final print, 11. It is ' and mounted on tracing paper wlth I very difficult to give any absolute values 1 clear adhesive. Where a number of for the accuracy which can be obtained 
photos have to be matched and 1 with the rectified photography process. I durability is important a more I Every factor involved introduces its own , complicated technique is required. Each variables. By uslng good quality 

i print on the transparent film must be equiplmenr- and technique a relatively 
carefully cut and matched to the 1 high order of accuracy (i 40 rnm at 
adjoining photographs, and the Yaqade' 1:50 scale) may be obtained on a fa$ade 

, then mounted on one base sheer. This / with Little or no depth variation. 
/ may be too fragile ro dyeiine, and the Experience of the product ns 
1 -ivl;olct ?beet muse be copied nnro t X q z  1.1ndsubredI~. ehe besr way of asstsslng 

j:ict-c of rcvcrs;?l fill21 ?:~ih;: (;I' 4ji 1 1  - sol:a:,EJl~i~ fi>r :i F : I I - ~ I C U I ~ T  C I ~ :  vi3: 



Conclusions 
Rectified or scaled photography has the 
following advantages over conventional 
survey techniques: 
@ the equipment used is relatively 
cheap, and can be used for other 
purposes 
@ the photographic image may provide 
far more information than a line 
drawing 
@ the process can be carried out veny 
quickly, especially in comparison with 
hand survey. 
The procGs has the disadvantage that 
its accuracy cannot be consistently 
relied upon. The effect of variations in 
'depth' on the fa5ade lead to variable 
displacements and scale changes. No 
attempt has been made to quantify this 
effect; because the errors depend on 
several variables. 

Postscript 

From the processes which have been 
described, it would seem that the best of 
both worlds could be the combination of 
the accuracy of the photogrammetric 
process with the advantage of a 
photographic image. There is a process 
hhichprbvides this, called 
oahophotograpf%y, Unfortunately, it is a 
complex photogrammetric prKess 
requiring sophisticated equipment. 
The system operates by photographing 

a%- Z 
/ minute segments ofa photograph, 

individually corrected to scale when the 
stereo-model is viewed. The method 
therefore requires photography with a 
metric camera, a stereo-plotting - 
instrument, and an orthophotoscope 
which is attached to the stereo-plotter. A 
number of phsrogrammetrle companies 
in Britain now have orthophoto 
facilities, but very little use has been 
made ofthem for architectural 
surveys, @ 

1 1 The ef icts  of rhe commonest errors in 
the rectgied phorograph process. 
I l a  shows the covect resull; Ibb shows 
eke e)rdecb o f n a ~  ensuri~g rhar rheja'Inz 
plane is verrkal. A n  upward tile has 
produced %onverging verticals : 1 lc shows 
ehe effect ofthe camera not being parallel 
wirh the wall The scale changes across she 
phorograph. 
12 A fine exatuple of rhe type of 

ficadefor which rect~iedphatography is 
pol.ifaps mast stsifcsbte. NO 59 Boarktam, 
1'0 ~ . k .  
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( i i i )  Recording and drawing finds. The area where photogrammetry 
presents the greatest potential for the archaeologist is in the 
preparation of the large scale plans and sections which are needed 
in all excavations. These records musr be made very thoroughly and 
they represent one of the most t ~ m e  consuming aspects of 
archaeology. The drawing of finds is also a slow process for the 
archaeologist and there would seem to be scope for introducing 
photogrammetric methods into this process as well. 

The equipment suitable for a r c h i t ~ e u r a i  use will in general be 
satisfactory for archaeological use, bur further reference will be made to 
this point. With regard to site work, the problems are rather different to 
those encountered in architectural recording. Firsr of ail, suitable methods 
have to be devised for elevating the camera su&ciently high over the site to 
allow reasonably economical photographic coverage. For most sites, an 
elevation of the camera of 7 m to 10 m above the surface will be required. 
Photography may also have to be repeated fairly frequently over the same 
area as further levels are exposed. Thecamera must therefore be kept on site 
and the method of elevating and manoeuvring ir. must be as simple and Fast 
as possible. Hydraulic platforms provide one method of photography, but 
these are expensive and cannot usually be kept on site for very long. 
Portable scaKold towers represent a cheaper alternative. Ligh tweigl-ft 
frames of varying design have also been construcred, such as the bipod 
described by Whittlesey (1975). This is an A-shaped frame from which a 
camera can be suspended and the frame then swung over the site. ,4 similar 
apparatus has been used by McFadgen (13'71), but this consists of a more 
rigid framework with t r ianguix  supports. For more extensive sites, 
balIoons (Whittlesey, 1975), model aeropianes (von Przybiila &G Wester- 
Ebbinghaus, 19-9) o r  heiicopters ( Polderman, 1946) may be used to obtain 
photographs. While all these methods have an application, there seems to 
be no universal, system which will be suitabie for every excavation. 
Photography of cross sections will not usually present such problems, 
except where narrow trenches are involved. For both plans and cross 
sections, the ability to use tilted photography may make the process more 
flexible and economical. There is considerable scope in archaeoiogical work 
for using alternative film types, such as infrared and colour for 
distinguishing such features as diEerent soil layers. 

The drawing and interpretation of the stereomodei is an area which 
presents problems which are also rather diRerent from architectural work. 
It would seem essentiai that the photogrammetric plotting of the plans and 
sections is carried out by the archaeologists during the excavations. There 
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are several reasons for this requirement. The interpretation of  archaeoiogi- 
cai features reqbiires the skills of the trained archaeologist, as i t  is fBr more 
difficult ro interpret these features than architectural detail. The plotting 
must be carried out immediately. since a much higher degree of detail will be 
missing than is usual in pho togramet r i c  work, and the plots must be 
returned to the excavation immediately for checking and completion before 
further excavarions car, take place. I t  is of little value taking photography 
and nor, plotting i t  for some monrhs for inevitably much detail would be 
lost. 

From a consideration of these points, it would seem that photo- 
grammetric systems must be developed which can be used on site and 
direcrly by the archaeologists. Since archaeological budgets seem to be 
perpetually underendowed, the likeiihood of purchasing conventional 
pilorogrammetric equipment seems highly unlikely, except by a few of the 
largest excavation groups. The need is for cheap, portabie systems which 
can be operated by llnskitled personnel. However-, the pressures facing 
archaeologists, particulariy i n  urban sites. suggest that the problems will be 
overcome. The need for speed in recording rescue excavations can probably 
be met only through the increased adoption of photogrammetric methods. 
Tile likelihood seems to be that as archaeology employs more people on a 
fui1 time basis. with the typical excavarion employing a Tar smaller number 
of peopie working all year round, more expenditure will have to be made on 
capital equipment in order to increase eficiency. It is in this context that 
phorogrammetry will be most ljkely to find greater use in archaeology. 

The recording and drawing of aschaeoIogica1 finds is another area where 
photogrammetric techniques might be considered. Some of  the equipment 
developed for medical applications (see Chapter 6) could well be used in 
archaeology, but there is also scope for :he development of simpler optical 
and photographic devices. The use of p i anoxonv~x  lenses to produce 
orthographic projections (Williams, 1976) could be developed to help with 
the drawing of finds. The archaeologist does nor have the knowledge of 
optics or  measurement to develop and test such devices. I t  is not 
conventional photogrammetry but nevertheless i e  is an area where the 
piiotogn-ainmetr-ist has skills which could be of use to the arci-iaeologisr. 



5.4 FJMOTOGRAMMETRY IN ARCHAEOLOGY 

The application of photogrammetric techniques to archaeological 
recording is in principle straightforward. the methods following quite 
closely to those already developed for architectural recording. There are 
however a number of problems which have probably led to the technique 
not yet being parriculariy widely used in archaeology. 

The ranze of recording needs in archaeology is very diverse. but there are 
perhaps three major areas where photogrammerry can be of most use ro the 
archaeologis~. 

( i )  Aerial photography, both verrical and oblique. for finding and 
recording sites. A considerable amount of work has been done in 
this field and it is now a well established technique. frequently used 
by the archaeologist. Most ofihis work is outside the scope of close 
range photogrammerry, and has more in common with aerial 
survey methods. One aspecr of this air photography may be 
considered as dose range photogrammetry and this occurs when 
photography is obtained at very large scales from tethered 
baiioons. kites, model aircraft or helicopters. 

( i i )  Site recording in archaeoiogicai excavations including the prepara- 
tion of plans. levels and section drawins. 
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